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Mobile and Personal Communications Committee
MINUTES
Of The Meeting

Date: 		1999-02-24 at 09:00
Location:		Victoria
		Coast Harbourside Hotel
		146 Kingston Street

Present

Chair:		Bob Simmonds			Clearnet
Members		Ludo Bertsch				CABA (for AI 8/RSS-210)
Serge Bertuzzo			Clearnet
		Francine Boucher			RCMP
		Guy Boulay				CWTA/Iridium
		Ron Coles				EFC/Harris Farinon
		David Culliford			Canadian Electricity Association
		Paul Frew				EFC/Motorola
		Daniel Lafrèniere			Industry Canada
		Kwai Lum				Industry Canada
		P.F. Ng				Rogers Cantel
		Ed Prior				Mobility Canada/BC Tel Mobility
		Phil Saunders				EFC/Nortel Networks
		Bill Taylor				Stentor/Bell Canada
		Mark Thompson			APCO Canada
		Vino Vinodrai				Mobility Canada/Bell Mobility
Secretary:		Ted Campbell				RABC

Participating by telephone

		Jean-Yves Bernard			CWTA/Microcell
		Murray Hunt				Industry Canada
Andy McGregor			EFC/Nortel Networks
Peter Minaki				EFC/Ericsson
		Paul Rayment				EFC/Nortel Networks
		Trupty Vora				CWTA				
		David Warnes				Industry Canada



1.	Opening Remarks

Bob Simmonds welcomed all members to Victoria; he gave a special welcome to participants from Western Canada who are, too often, unable to attend meetings in the Toronto/Ottawa/ Montreal area.  He thanked Terry Daniels and the WCTC for the invitation and thanked Clearnet and Motorola for the hospitality in support of the meeting. He also congratulated Ron Coles on taking on his new responsibility as President of the RABC and Bill Taylor on his new role as Chairman of the Fixed Wireless Communications Committee.

He invited the Secretary to outline the schedule for the day which included briefings by the Canadian Navy, a visit to HMCS Vancouver and a dinner at which Admiral Buck (Commander Pacific Fleet) and his Communications advisor Commander Bycroft were guests.

Action:		Nil
Item:	Closed

2.	Approval of the Agenda

The Agenda as circulated by E-mail prior to the meeting.  Peter Minaki asked and the Chair agreed that a discussion of a concern with respect to inconsistent grandfathering treatment by Canada/U.S.-FCC equipment certification standards should be conducted under Other Business. 

Kwai Lum has brought some changes to RSS-119 and this will be dealt with under Industry Canada News. 

There were no further changes.

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed 

3.	Approval of the Minutes of the 1998-11-30 Meeting

The Minutes of the 1998-11-30 meetings were circulated by E-mail and posted on the RABC web site.  Guy Boulay provided some typographical corrections in 7.3.

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed

4	Review of the Action Item List from the 1998-11-30 Meeting	

While there were no formal actions from the 1998-11-30 meeting, the Chair noted that the cover letter to be sent to Industry Canada with the report regarding mandating of APCO-25 Phase I had not been completed.

Action:	Secretary to complete and send letter to Industry Canada along with report.
Item:	Open

5.	Executive Committee Update	

The Secretary reported on the 1998-11-30 Executive Committee Meeting and on the 1998 Annual General Meeting and on the 1999-01-15 Executive Committee teleconference which dealt, solely, with the response (prepared by the M&PC Committee) to DGTP-015-98 (Spectrum Caps).  

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed

6.	Gazette Notice and RABC Balloting Status Reports

The report was circulated by E–mail prior to the meeting and it as posted on the RABC web site.  The Secretary pointed out serial 9912: DGRB-002-99 Consultation on the Issuance of a Spectrum Licence to the Railway Association of Canada the response date for which is 1999-03-22.

Daniel Lafrèniere and David Warnes briefed on the nature of the plan – including facilitating North-South co-ordination to support the Canada/US Railway Agreement.  The proposal is revenue neutral.  It has been under consideration for quite some time. 
Bill Taylor noted that it would be useful to see the Railway Association’s ‘long term’ plan for the bands so that other users will have early warning of the railway operators’ plans.

Ron Coles noted that this policy goes against a long standing Departmental position that spectrum should not be and will not be assigned to a specific user.  There is a question: will other users seek similar arrangements?  Daniel Lafrèniere pointed out that the assignments, per se, will still go to individual companies but the Railway Association - as a higher level entity - will have a management role on behalf of its member companies.  The members are comfortable with the fact that this is a unique arrangement but is of the view that this should not prejudice future arrangements.

Action:		Secretary to work with Jacques Darrah to draft a letter expressing general support for consideration by the M&PC Committee (by 1999-03-05) and to the Executive by 1999-03-15) and to ballot on 1999-03-17.
Item:	Open

7.	Subcommittee Activities Reports:

  7.1 	PCS Subcommittee	

	Andy McGregor reported as follows:

	The subcommittee has met once, by teleconference, since the last M&PC Committee meeting.  The teleconference was held to resolve disagreements on the response to DGTP-015-98 ‘Review of the Spectrum Cap Applied to Providers of Personal Communications Services.’  The final response had two opposing views – during balloting, four members supported removal of the Spectrum Cap, one member opposed removal of the cap, one member agreed with the presentation of both points of view (including the fact that the Board’s position is to support removal of the cap), five members abstained and 14 members did not respond to the ballot.

	As reported at the last meting, revised versions of RSS-128, RSS-129 and SRSP-510 are technically ready and are expected to be Gazetted the next quarter.  Editorial revision of RSS-118 is delayed due to a shortage of human resources and the greater effort needed to combine all previous revisions.  Final closure of technical issues in RSS-213 between Industry Canada and the Industry Advisory Group is continuing.

	No PCS Sub-committee meetings are currently planned.
 
	The Chair asked about RSS-213.  Kwai Lum reported that he has had no feed-back from the IAG.  Paul Frew and Peter Minaki reported that the IAG has no further comments.  The work is awaiting resources in Industry Canada, Policy Branch is working on a response to Kwai Lum.  Several RABC members participated in the work of the IAG and the M&PC supports the conclusions of the IAG on this issue.  Bill Taylor noted that the documents are available on the EFC web site – a link to which can be found in the RABC web site’s ‘connections’ area. 

	Kwai Lum reported that he hopes to have RSS-133 out in this quarter.  Peter Minaki commented that the minor changes required re grandfathering are required for RSS-133 also.

  7.2 	SRSP 502 & 506 Subcommittee	

	Serge Bertuzzo reported that the SRSP 502 & 506 Sub-committee has met by teleconference and minor changes have been made.  He believes that he has a final version of the two documents and Jean-Claude Brien hopes to have them out by the end of March 1999.  The ‘final, Final’ draft will be circulated to the M&PC Committee before it is published.
	
  7.3	MSS Subcommittee	

Guy Boulay reported that the MSS Sub-committee has not met since the last M&PC Committee meeting.  The RSS-170 issue is still outstanding.  Kwai Lum has not received any additional comments and he expects to publish it within about two months (before May 1999).  Kwai Lum reported that ITU(R) is attempting to reopen M3614 but the Department has no intention of reopening the issue in Canada.   

  7.4	Health Protection Certification Requirements Subcommittee

Paul Rayment reported that he has an agreement re how to proceed.  Kwai Lum prepared a DRAFT report which is still under active consideration with regard to press to talk.  Paul Frew reported that he, Peter Minaki and Kwai Lum have made significant progress and it is hoped that the remaining item can be resolved shortly.



  7.5	Marine Subcommittee	

Ted Campbell, on behalf of Peter Ryan, that the Marine Sub-committee met, in Victoria, on 1999-02-23, he added that progress had been made on the equipment certification issue and that the Marine Sub-committee is grateful to Kwai Lum for his efforts.  He drew attention to a presentation by John Nosotti of Industry Canada’s Pacific Region which will be posted on the RABC web site.  The next meeting will be in early May, in Ottawa in conjunction with CMAC.  

Kwai Lum reported that the Department will Gazette RSS-182 and 212 on 1999-02-27.

  7.6	Public Safety Subcommittee

Mark Thompson reported that the Public safety Sub-committee has not met since the last M&PC Committee meeting but will likely meet in early April.

Major concerns continue to be interoperability and the definition of Public Safety from a spectrum perspective.  Also, refarming and SRSP-500 will create a lot of interest as this needs to be consistent with FCC so that mutual aid channels will work properly.

There was no update on APCO 25, but the 700 MHz band is a concern (Ch. 60-69).  APCO had hoped that the standard would be adopted for that band, and FCC has set up a committee to deal with it.  Nevertheless, it has a four year timeframe, which is felt to be far too long.  APCO is putting a lot of effort into speeding this up.

Mark also noted that OPP’s membership in RABC has been officially rolled over to GMCP, and that Garry Rolston would continue to represent Ontario Solicitor General.

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed

8.	RSS-210 Issues (433 MHz Low Power Equipment, etc.)

Jim Dean reported by E-mail as follows:

	At the 1998-10-05 meting of the Sub-committee, the inputs necessary for making a decision were fully defined.  This information is laid out in the minutes of that meeting.  Certain information was to be obtained from the European amateur radio community by the Radio Amateurs of Canada (RAC) and certain other information was to be obtained from some European administrations by Industry Canada.  Dr. Veena Rawat emphasized that all this information was essential for making a decision on the issue.

	Jim Dean has received most of the information needed European amateur radio community.  In particular, inputs are still awaited from Germany and the United Kingdom.
Kwai Lum reported that inputs have been received from the UK which indicate that there is, in fact, considerable interference into low power devices from licensed services.  It may be that the UK uses the band differently and there may be other options for Canada but the issue still needs investigation before the band can be opened.

With regard to the revised DRAFT Issue 3 of RSS 210, Kwai Lum briefed on the changes proposed by the Department.
The Department proposes to add a section to RSS-210 re: power line carrier systems.  Ludo Bertsch explained that CABA has been working with he Department on this issue – especially with regard to potential interference to NDBs operated by NAV CANADA.  He expects to publish a report on the possibility of sharing by early March.

Secretarial Note:  CABA is a member of the Municipal Electrical Association and can participate in all RABC work on that basis.

Ludo noted that below 85 KHz, there is no problem with the document. There is some interest in the 415-495 KHz range and there are still some issues, but it was felt that they may be able to be overcome with some wording changes.  There was also some interest in the 100 KHz (LORAN-C) band as well as in ms using frequencies above 1.7 MHz.  Current indications are that these will not be allowed without further study and proof that there will be no harmful interference. 

P.F. Ng pointed out that there are several issues in RSS-210 which may well require the attention of other RABC Committees.  ICES-006, for example, deals with many of the same issues.  The members agreed that, subject to confirmation by the Executive committee, the M&PC should take he lead since most of the issues are in the mobile domain.

The following indicated an interest in participating in a sub-committee to deal with RSS-210:

Ludo Bertsch
Serge Bertuzzo
Panna Burman
Ron Coles
David Culliford
Paul Frew
Daniel Lafrèniere
P.F. Ng
Ed Prior
Bill Taylor

Secretarial Note: Others interested in participating are requested to contact the Secretary at rabc.cccr@sympatico.ca  There is no need for eager volunteers to chair the group to hold back!

Action:	1.  Daniel Lafrèniere will provide Kwai Lum with a list of users in the 1.7-30 MHz band.
	2.  Chair to raise the issue of how to respond to the Gazette at the Executive on 1999-02-25.

Item:	Open
 
9.	Family Radio Service

Paul Frew reported that his FRS WG met on 1999-02-12.  There are about 5,000 licensed users in the bands used by FRS (about 200 base stations).  About 1,100 have already been moved.   David Warnes reported that Industry Canada will issue a consultation Gazette notice in mid March 1999.

Action:	Chair FRS WG to prepare the Board response
Item:	Open

10.	Channels 60-69 (746-806 MHz)

The Chair gave a brief update.  The Board is still awaiting comments back from the Department.  David Warnes reported that the DTV Transition Allotment Plan will probably come out in summer 1999.  It is unlikely that the Department will propose any changes to the bands at this time but Fern Léger has indicated that he will take some action to address new spectrum for the mobile services; perhaps beginning with a study this year.

Action:	Nil 
Item:	Closed (to be retained on the Agenda.) 

11.	ITU Issues

Vino Vinodrai reported that IMT-2000 is now extremely active.  The IPR legal battle between Qualcomm and Ericsson is approaching a critical point.  An agreement may be possible but is not yet at hand. 

A group of major operators met in Beijing and agreed on a single standard which allows (three) different modes of operation.  Peter Minaki noted that Ericsson is fully in support of the outcome of this meeting.

The US and the EU have met and he US has agreed not to treat this as a trade sanctions issue.

It is evident that there are still very wide differences between Europe and North America so progress might not be as quick as we all might wish.

CPC/WRC-2000 finally agreed that 1850-1885 MHz should be recommended as IMT-2000 spectrum and that  1710-1850 MHz should also be identified for IMT-2000.  Murray Hunt, Doug Sward and Vino Vinodrai will now attempt to win support for this proposal from other WRC-2000 participants.
  	
Vino Vinodrai reminded members that one major US operator (Sprint) still opposes expansion of the bands to accommodate IMT-2000.  If the US will agree to an expansion band then CITEL should follow on and negotiations with Europe will be easier.

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed
		
12.	Global Radio Standards Collaboration

Phil Saunders reported that RAST 7 was held in Hawaii n January 1999.  Canada made 11 of 40 presentations at the conference.  The next RAST meting will be in the Washington area (Williamsburg) in the week 22 August 1999.  Phil Saunders encouraged RABC members to make contributions in the several areas which are of interest to various Board members.   There is a requirement to ensure that our domestic and international positions are co-ordinated.

His detailed report is attached.
Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed

13.	Industry Canada News

Kwai Lum gave the Secretary DRAFT versions (d6) of RSS-119 and RSS-102.  He tabled the proposed changes to RSS-119 Issue 6.  The changes remove the type “N” restriction from public safety equipment used in the 821-824/866-869 MHz bands, and also allow certification of equipment in two new bands, 72-73 MHz and 219-220 MHz.  It was confirmed that there should be no impact on SRSP-502.

It as agreed that as the primary change related to public safety equipment, that the Public Safety Sub-committee will assume responsibility for reviewing these changes to RSS-119.

Action:	Public Safety Sub-committee to review RSS-119.
Item:	Closed

14.	Other Business

Peter outlined his concerns with respect to the grandfathering issue, and noted that this impacted RSS-119, 128, 129 and 133.  Kwai Lum tabled an extract from FCC Report 96-25 (6/17/96) which says ‘Receivers … manufactured or imported on or after June 23, 1999, shall comply with the regulations …’  He said that the Canadian regulations are identical.  Peter Minaki undertook to review this matter with his people who posed the original problem.  Paul Frew suggested that all manufacturers should re-examine this internally and notify Kwai Lum if they have problems.

Action:	Members to investigate and comment if necessary.
Item:	Open 

15.	Next Meeting(s)

The next meeting will be in Toronto on 1999-05-25.

Action:	Nil
Item:	Closed



16. 	Adjournment

The Chair adjourned the meeting at 13:15.

//original signed by//
E.R. (Ted) Campbell
Secretary
For Bob Simmonds, Chair
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ACTION ITEM LIST

From the 1999-02-24 Meeting

Item
Action
Action By
Remarks
4
Send letter re: APCO-25 to Industry Canada
Secretary

6
Prepare supportive letter (for this instance) for balloting.
Jacques Darrah
Secretary

8
Provide CABA with a list of users in the 1.75 – 30 MHz band
Industry Canada (D. Lafrèniere through Kwai Lum)


Determine response route
Executive Committee

9
Prepare response to FRS Gazette notice (due out in mid-March)
Chair, FRS WG (Paul Frew)

13
Deal with RSS-119
Public Safety Sub-Committee
As custodian; members of other sub-committees and committees will have an interest and must be invited to participate in the work.



Radio Advisory Board of Canada
Conseil consultatif canadien de la radio

Report on RAST 7 by Phil Saunders
Mobile and personal Communications Committee


·	About 25 attendees represented all SDOs except Australia and ITU-R.  US 11, Canada 2, Japan 6-8, Korea 3, ETSI 3

·	40 contributions, 11 from TSACC (Canada)

·	5GHz LE-RLAN Canadian regional review generated an ETSI question regarding what power levels specifically are being considered in Canada.  The issue is apparently of great interest and debate in Europe.   Answered subsequently by IC’s Bill McCrum, to Ollie Wheaton.

·	FWA – Japan questioned that 24, 38 GHz are being used in Canada for rural, but for urban in Japan and US?   Deferred for item on FWA, but subsequently dropped.

·	ITS – no comments received on information paper presented.  Several other papers on the topic may be of interest particularly from US (Valerie Shulman).  Chair proposes to invite an Automobile industry rep to address this subject at the next RAST meeting.

·	EMC / Health – Canadian paper (Aprel / IC) presented by Bill McCrum.  Comment from chair received regarding whether devices such as hearing aids were taken into account.  Several other papers on this subject may be of interest.  I suggested RAST members provided contact points of experts to dialog directly.

·	Radio Aspect of GII – some questions re value of IISP – no Canadian participation

·	FWA – debate re terminology and questions on clarity of ITU document relating to “primary rate” but even more about precise definition of Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) raised by ETSI.   I was asked to redraft wordy proposed resolution to remove ambiguities.  Korea described their FWA deployment plans and agreed (I think) to drop their continued use of WLL.

·	BWA – I was asked to re-word resolution of Doc 12 as follows:
As a follow on from RAST Resolution 6/4, RAST resolves to agree on a definition of Broadband Wireless Access (BWA) to mean wireless access in which the connection capabilities are higher than the primary rate (1.544Mbs in Japan and North America, and 2.048 Mbps elsewhere).  And to encourage increased focus on BWA via contributions when possible to facilitate the expansion of the work of the Joint Rapporteur Group 8A-9B to include BWA aspects, or via an appropriate alternative forum.

·	MSS – presented by Bill McCrum. Considerable interest shown in the matter of whether the GMPCS MoU process could perhaps be applied to "IMT 2000 world phones”.

·	IMT2000 – recognition the issue is very sensitive and being pursued in other forums in which RAST members participate.  Additional spectrum paper from ARIB (28) suggests that spectrum currently allocated to 2G (810-958 MHz and 1429-1501MHz) could be made available to 3G in the long-term. Also suggests >3GHz is a good candidate for additional spectrum for IMT2000.  US (TIA) has designated 2110-2150 MHz for broadband PCS services; some controversy with incumbents!    3GPP projects mentioned – see below.

·	IP over wireless – ARIB only paper; interest picking up in this area.

·	Digital Broadcasting – W. McCrum presented the 2 Canadian information papers (Radio and TV). Discussion on DRB revolved around standards compatibility issue Canada/US, Europe/North America/Japan. Discussion on DTV revolved around the same issue with regret expressed by ETSI that here we are again with different standards Europe/Americas for TV. It was proposed to perhaps drop these topics as high interest topics because there were no radio/TV/broadcast folks at the RAST 7. We suggested leaving them on the books until the next RAST when we can try to see if there is enough interest to have experts attend.

·	Doc 13 Satellite Fixed Wireless Access – proposal as a new HIA was accepted but combined with a consolidation of High Interest Areas and topics for Rast-8 as shown below.

Activities at International, Regional and National level since previous RAST

	Activities in RAST High Interest Areas


EMC and Health Effects	
ITS
FWA and RLANs
Fixed, Mobile, Convergence
IMT-2000
Satellite Services
IP over wireless media
Digital Broadcasting

	Additional High Interest Areas


·	Meeting Frequency – proposed by ETSI for future consideration to move to a 15-month interval (from the present 9) if GSC could also accommodate the same interval and permit both to always be coincident in the future.  Canada and Korea supported the proposal for future consideration.

·	Next Meeting – RAST-8 Williamsburg, VA week of August 22 in conjunction with GSC (Global Standards Collaboration) - 2.5 days each with 1 day common.

Special Note:  - Third Generation Partnership Projects (3GPP, 3GPP2) were described at the preceding Pacific Telecommunication Council and referenced in RAST.  Invitation to Canada to consider a role will be discussed at next TSACC meeting Mar 24 following presentation of the issues by Bell Mobility (Vino).




